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VPSA candidate encourages balance 
BY KYLE MAYHUGH 
NEWS EDITOR 
The newest candidate for Eastern's vice pres-
ident for student affairs position was just happy 
to be here Tuesday during his campus visit. 
"When we were about to take off, the flight 
attendant asked us if we could spread out to 
balance the weight on the planes," said Daniel 
Nadler, vice president for student affairs at 
Tulane University in New Orleans. 
The pilot also thought he was headed for 
Decantr and not Champaign until the plane's 
four passengers corrected him. 
Nadler said he planned to be a pilot when he 
was younger, so he was aware of the need for 
the redistribution and was not too worried. 
Nadler is experienced with crisis manage-
ment; he recently provided counseling to 
friends of a 21-year-old Tulane student who 
died, apparently by suicide, on March 12. 
ics can lead to isolation, depression and a feel-
ing of being overwhelmed. 
Nadler said his primary philosophy in edu-
cation is to develop students both academical-
ly and personally. 
Sntdents that show up constantly in his depart-
ment having problems often have problems else-
where, so university police and academic affairs 
should be notified and consulted, he said. 
He pointed to the establishment of a "resi-
dential college" at Tulane as a program he is 
proud of. A residential college is a residence hall 
that also has a full-time tenured professor and a 
staff member in addition to resident assistants. 
Nadler highlighted his desire to be a part of 
Eastern, which is said has impressed him since 
he applied for the position. 
'Tve done a lot of reading, asked some ques-
tions, and more and more I'm impressed with 
what Eastern is doing, the foundation in place 
to build on," Nadler said. 
KYLE MAYHUGH/THE D'IILY EASTERN NEWS Nadler encourages sntdents to be involved 
in both sntdent life and academics. 
"If they are too much into the social scene, 
some unhealthy things can result," Nadler 
said, while too much involvement in academ-
Nadler got his bachelor's degree in liberal 
sntdies and masters in speech communication 
from Southern Illinois University, and he got 
SEE VPSA PAGE 9 
Daniel Nadler, vice president for student affairs at 
Tulane University in New Orleans, visited Eastern on 
Tuesday. Nadler is a candidate for the position of 
Eastern's vice president for student affairs. 
D ANIEL WILLIAMS/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS 
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Rally rails against pension cuts 
BY KYLE MAYHUGH 
NEWS EDITOR 
The local chapter of the 
University Professionals of lllinois, 
Eastern's faculty union, protested 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich's proposed 
pension benefit cuts at a rally in 
front of Booth Library on Tuesday. 
The rally attracted about 60 peo-
ple and temporarily stopped con-
struction on the Doudna Fine Arts 
Building. 
"We've been planning this for 
several weeks," said Charles 
Delman, head of the local union 
chapter. "Our union leadership 
continue to work to get the word 
out and fight against these pension 
changes." 
The changes would cut benefits 
fur funtre state employees. Because 
the state constitution forbids cutting 
benefits for existing employees, the 
cuts would create a two-tiered system 
where employees doing the same 
work could get different benefits. 
"A lot of people learned the details 
that weren't aware of them before," 
said Jeff Ashley, an associate profes-
sor of political science. Ashley was 
one of the rally's speakers. 
The union has also initiated a let-
ter-writing campaign and plans to 
continue to fight the proposal, which 
Blagojevich announced on Feb. 16. 
The proposal will be part of the 
state legislature's budget debates this 
summer. The legislantre is sched-
uled to come up with a final state 
budget by May 30, but went into 
overtime last year and may do so 
again this year. 
Delman said he thinks the rally 
was a success. 
"Anytime you hold something 
like this, you'd like to see a whole 
football field worth of people," he 
said. "But I think we did a good job 
of getting the word out today." 
The local unions intend to con-
tinue to lobby against the proposed 
changes until a decision is made. 
The union took out ads and sent 
e-mails protesting the proposal. 
"We won't let up," Delman said. 
Other unions on campus, includ-
ing the American Federation of 
State, Federal and Municipal 
Employees, participated in the rally. 
Education 
• maJors, 
faculty 
speak out 
BY CRYSTAL REED 
STAFF WRITER 
Laws governing education have a 
profound impact on Eastern's snt-
dents, with education majors domi-
nating the campus' demographics. 
Last Thursday, the National 
Education Association filed a lawsuit 
in U.S. District Court in Michigan 
against the Bush administration over 
No Child Left Behind (NCLB). 
NCLB is an education legislation 
that requires schools to pass strict 
testing standards. 
Adam Lanter, secondary education 
graduate sntdent, said he had mixed 
emotions on the law. 
'1like the idea that we have a feder-
allaw that sntdents are achieving a cer-
tain level, but I don't like the fact that 
it's tied to federal funding," he said. 
Lanter said that the law affects 
administrator's budgeting by making 
sure the students at their schools get test 
results, and it affects teachers by requir-
ing their sntdents achieve the same 
minimal scores regardless of ability level. 
'1 think that NCLB is well intend-
ed but badly designed," said Audrey 
Edwards, professor of secondary edu-
cation and foundations. 
Edwards said the law is not proper-
ly funded, and it punishes schools that 
do not perform properly by taking 
away funding or closing them. 
Edwards also said if the law is fOl-
lowed, the rising of standards every 
year will cause all schools in the coun-
try to be closed by 2014. 
"However, if (the lawsuit) turns out it 
will have done some good publicizing a 
problem with the law, win or lose it will 
have done some good," Edwards said. 
The lawsuit was based on one 
paragraph of the document that 
frees schools from going along with 
any part of the law that is not paid 
for by the federal government. 
PlaintiffS in the case are school dis-
tricts in Michigan,Texas and Vermont. 
The lawsuit accuses the govermnent 
of depriving schools of27 billion dollars. 
The No Child Left Behind Law 
was enacted in January 2002. 
Mahmood Butt,professor and chair of 
department of secondary education, said 
the law's intent was to create improve-
ments in reading and mathematics. 
'1t was intended to provide quali-
fied teachers in all schools and requires 
schools to inform the government of 
students' achievement," he said. '1f 
they are below expectations, they 
must determine how they will 
improve sntdent achievement." 
The law also requires the state to 
test reading and math skills to deter-
mine how sntdents are doing. 
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CAMPUS BRIEFS 
WEIU television won multiple awards from the 
Student Illinois News Broadcasters Association. 
WEIU won first for TV newscast and second for 
hard television programming in the state of Illinois. 
Several individuals also won awards. 
Whitney Self won first for TV news reporting, 
Tasha Brown won seoond for videography and Blake 
Wood was an honorable mention finalist for TV 
news reporting. 
Julie N immons 'W2S elected chair of Eastern's 
Board of Trustees on Monday at the board meet-
ing on Monday. 
Nimmons follows longtime board member 
Nathaniel Anderson, who resigned from the board 
March 7. Anderson was appointed to the board by 
Governor Jim Edgar in January 1996, and had 
served as chair for five years. 
"It's a wonderful opportunity, and I look forward 
to leading the board," Nimmons said. 
N immons has been on the board since April 200 I. 
Also at the meeting, it was announced that board 
member Roger Dettro, who had been on the board 
since 1999, would resign. 
Board members are appointed by the governor, 
and it is unknown when a replacement for Dettro 
will be selected. 
The final tv1o candidates for the open position of 
vice prendent for student affairs vlill visit c:am.pus 
today and Thursday. 
Randy Hyman, associate vice president for student 
affuirs and dean of students at Ball State University in 
Muncie, Ind., will hold an open session from 2 to 3 
p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Eileen Sullivan, vice president for student devel-
opment at Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa, will 
have an open session from 2 to 3 p.m. Thursday in 
the Charleston-Mattoon Room. 
AROUND ILLINOIS CAMPUSES • 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
No more credit cards 
CARBON DALE - A year ago, students at 
Southern lllinois University could get free T-shirts, piz-
zas, calculators and two-liter bottles of soda if they 
would fill out credit card applications. 
''When I first got here, every other person was offering 
me a credit card and aT-shirt," said senior Andrew Hagler. 
READ MORE AT WWW.DAILYEGYPTIAN.COM 
CORRECTIONS 
In Monday's edition of the News, a quote in the story 
"Police defuse hostage situation" was incorrectly 
attributed to Mike Grenda, a junior psychology 
FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK 
TODAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
58 59 62 
43 47 47 
Partly cloudy TShowers Rain 
PUMP IT UP! 
ANGIE fALLER/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS 
Mike Sheets, a freshman physical education major, completes bicep curls Tuesday afternoon at 
the Student Rec Center. Sheets is conditioning to try out for the football team in the fall. 
ONLINE POLL 
I'm watching the MBA Playoffs because ... 
A) I love this game it's fantastic. 
B) The Bulls are playing for the first time since I was in high school. 
C) There is nothing else on TV to watch. 
D) The NBA has playoffs? 
VOTE@ THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
Ci.EANING W' FOR O!AatTY 
The Black Student Union is collecting new and used toiletries for the Colition of People in Need. 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
59 62 
45 42 
Rain Few Showers 
WTF? 
Flesh in water 
CARROLL, Iowa - City officials 
are perplexed over the discovery of 
mysterious chunks of flesh that have 
been clogging up city water lines. A 
month ago, city officials sent a hunk 
of meaty-fatty tissue to the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources 
for identification. 
As they wait for those results, three 
similar chunks of fleshy material were 
found on T hursday in another water 
main during routine flushing, Public 
Works Director Randy Krauel said. 
A city worker discovered the block-
age when a diffuser on a fire hydrant 
became clogged, Krauel said. 
PEOPLE 
Pam joins PETA 
NEW YORK - Pamela Anderson 
has a beef with Colonel Sanders. The 
former "Baywatch" star is calling for a 
boycott of KFC, the People for the 
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) 
announced Tuesday. Anderson nar-
rates a new 5-minute video produced 
by the animal rights group that docu-
ments the mistreatment of chickens. 
'Tm asking people to boycott KFC 
until the company demands that its 
suppliers stop crippling chickens and 
scalding them alive," Anderson said 
in a statement. "No animals should 
have to suffer this way, whether 
they're cats or dogs or chickens." 
A 30-seoond version of the video will 
be made into TV and radio ads that 
PITA will spend $100,000 to place in 
major media markets, the group said. 
COUNTING 
DOWN 
11 
Days until Spring 
2005 grades wi ll 
be available. 
WORD 
DU JOUR 
major. The quote actually came from his roommate, 
Tony Long, a sophomore music education major. 
STAFF SENATE fuCTKlNS 7 A.M. UNMIISnY UNION 8ooi(ST()RE LOUNGE 
senescence: 
the state of being 
old: the process of 
becoming old. 
EAS'TERN NEWS 
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the 
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is 
published daily Monday through Friday, in 
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring 
semesters and twice weekly during the 
summer term except during school vaca-
tions or examinations. Subscription price: 
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all 
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member 
of The Associated Press, which is entitled to 
exclusive use of all articles appearing in 
this paper. 
HAVE A SUGGESTION? 
If you have any suggestions or ideas 
for articles you would like to see in 
The Daif:y Eastern News, feel free to 
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail 
cucj7@eiu.edu. 
FIND A MISTAKE? 
Let us know if you find a factual 
error in The News so we can provide 
the correct information to other read-
ers. Contact the editor at 581-2812 or 
cucj7@eiu.edu. 
Staff Senate Elections 
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Having a (wrecking) ball 
Workers begin 
Doudna 
demolition, look 
to make new 
building nearly 
twice the size 
BY M EGAN ) URINEK 
CAMPUS EDITOR 
The Doudna Fine Arts Center 
was built in 1958 with an addition 
built in 1972. 
No serious renovations have been 
made to the building since it was 
built, said Melaney Arnold, public 
information officer of Illinois 
Capital Development Board. 
"The total estimated state cost 
for the renovation and expansion at 
Eastern Illinois University is 
roughly $46 million," she said. 
"This construction will more 
than double the size of the original 
building minus the glass wing." 
"Right now we are working on 
demolition," Arnold said. 
"With increasing enrollment at universities and 
colleges statewide and greater demand upon the art, 
music and theater departments, (Eastern) is doing all it 
can to help build facilities needed to meet those 
demands." 
MELANEY ARNOLD, P UBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER OF ILLINOIS CAPITAL D EVELOPMENT BOARD 
the Clinical Services Building will 
be demolished after that, Arnold 
said. 
The center is approximately 
84,000 square feet with a 31,500 
square-foot glass wing, she said. 
The glass wing is being demol-
ished, the remaining building will 
be completely renovated and a 
90,000 square-foot addition will be 
added. 
"Renovations include gutting the 
entire building and upgrading the 
heating, ventilation, air condition-
ing, electrical, plumbing and light-
ing systems, which is happening 
now," she said. 
rounds the stage on all four sides. 
Students studying music will 
have rehearsal rooms and berween 
40 and 50 soundproof studio 
booths. 
A music concert performance 
auditorium will also be built, and a 
specific area has been designed to 
display both student and faculty 
art. 
"With increasing enrollment at 
universities and colleges statewide 
and a greater demand upon the 
art, music and theater depart-
ments, (Eastern) is doing all it can 
to help build the facilities needed 
to meet those demands," Arnold 
said. 
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DANIEL WILLIAMS/THE D'IILY EASTERN NEWS 
The Buzzard H ouse and Snake 
H ouse have been demolished. The 
glass wing is being torn down, and 
"T he new, improved and expand-
ed Doudna Fine Arts Center will 
contain a performing arts complex 
including dressing rooms, a green 
room and scene shop," Arnold said. 
"This renovation and expansion 
project will not only offer more arts 
opportunities for students, but the 
community as well." .l&ck ~P ®p:oo-• \IGJ' {IOJj' Yo Wa:Jktw C®ml' • Ulx!l 
A "black box theater" will be 
installed where the audience sur-
Visible construction of the addi-
tion will begin late this summer. 
WJ'<llcklinc waD • fu Damdla:D F'1118 An{: .. ~-T~roaq IID!lllliinc-
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Students deal with final exams 
BY AsH.EY IWEFF 
STAFF WRITER 
At last, the bittersweet portion of the 
semester is quickly approaching as stu-
dents ready themselves for finals week. 
The end of each semester demands a 
little more attention from students as 
they try to make the most of their last 
opportunity to improve their grades. 
Final exams are a tradition that all 
college students plan for, dread and--
evenntally --survive. 
Most students develop their own 
routine for studying for finals. 
"I usually take out all my notes and 
nm through them until I feel comfort-
able with them," said lauren Ochs, a 
junior English major. 
Ochs tries to stay organized and 
takes each final one at a time. 
Wiil Boshart, a sophomore environ-
mental biology major, said he normal-
ly studies for one final more than the 
others. 
"There's always one class you think 
you're doing good in, then the end of 
the semester rolls by and suddenly 
you're not doing so good," he said. 
Faculty members are able to see the 
changes in student behavior during 
finals week. 
'1 think students are more serious 
during finals week, as they should be," 
said English professor Richard Sylvia. 
''A certain formality takes over, which 
helps everyone get through the 
ordeal." 
Political science professor Andrew 
McNitt said students tend to be nerv-
ous during fmals week. He noticed sttl-
dents who are normally dressed nicely 
for class showing up more casual when 
they come to take the final. 
He said he places a great deal of 
importance on finals. 
"The students learn the material bet-
ter when they are examined on it," he 
said. 
Sylvia said he gives finals for the ben-
Much for being 
our Sigma Man 
Love the ladies of 
Tri Sigma 
efit of his students. 
"We live in a competitive world, and 
I want students to have practice at 
demonstrating what they know and 
what they can do with what they 
know," he said. 
Derek Ames, a freshman graphic 
design major, said so far in college his 
finals have been what he expected they 
would be. He is developing his own 
way of dealing with them. 
"I definitely learned last semester 
some different methods I can use to 
study for this semester," he said. 
While some sntdents may have to 
change their everyday routine to pre-
pare for finals, Ochs tries not to put 
herself in that position. 
'1 try to stay on top of things so I 
don't have to cram the whole day," she 
said. 
Boshart tries not to devote his entire 
week to studying. 
'1f you work yourself up too much, 
you burn yourself out," he said. 
W ednesday, April 27th 
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Fall leaders elected 
BY jENNIFER PERYAM 
STAFF WRITER 
The Faculty Senate elected new 
leadership for next fall at 
Tuesday's meeting, the last meet-
ing of the year. 
Assege H aile Mariam, who has 
been a senate member for the 
past rwo years, will serve as chair 
of the senate, and Jeff Ashley, 
who has served on the senate for 
one year, will serve as vice chair. 
"It is an honor to be elected by 
my peers," H aile Mariam said. 
"The agenda will be driven by 
what the senate has to say." 
Ashley said he looks forward to 
conducting future faculty elec-
tions and stepping in when the 
chair is absent. 
The senate approved a motion 
at the meeting to conduct future 
faculty elections by computer. 
Former Faculty Senate Chair 
David Carpenter said he will miss 
serving on the senate but is confi-
dent with the new leadership. 
The senate also approved a 
motion to submit a report on 
child care prospects at Eastern to 
President Lou H encken. 
The report recommends con-
structing an ad hoc committee to 
further research day care and 
investigate the possibility of part-
nering with local day-care centers 
and in-home providers. 
"I believe sending this report to 
the president is worthwhile and 
will get the ball rolling," said day 
care research committee member 
John Kilgore. 
Day-care committee search 
chair John Pommier said the 
research process will continue. 
"We need to visit day-care 
facilities, and there is still quite a 
bit of work to be done," Pommier 
said. 
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Assault counseling 
dealt a raw deal 
URLY 
M ULLADY 
SENIOR, JOURNALISM 
MAJOR 
Mullady is a 
guest columnist 
for The Daily 
Eastem News. 
In the last fiscal year, 61 0 local sexual assault victims 
and their partners turned to a small program here on 
Eastern's campus for assistance. 
This program, the Sexual Assault Counseling and 
Information Service, counsels victims from both 
Eastern and the Charleston community. In addition 
to counseling, SA CIS helps victims during any emer-
gency crisis, accompanies them to hospitals, advocates 
for them in the criminal justice system and hosts edu-
cational programs on campus and around the com-
munity, said Diana Slaviero, coordinator of women's 
studies and director of the women's resource center. 
Men and women who have suffered through a sex-
ual assault or are dealing with the repercussions of one 
turn to SA CIS for the professional assistance they may 
need to get through it. 
SACIS is a great program, but it is not unique to 
our state or even our country. 
This is just one small example of programs assisted 
by federal funding through the Victims of Crimes Act. 
VOCA, which went into effect in 1984, supports 
almost 4 million crime victims and more than 4,400 
programs dedicated to crime victims across the United 
States. 
"The VOCA Crime Victims Fund provides grants 
to state victim compensation programs, allowing vic-
tims of violent crimes throughout the country to get 
help for medical care, mental 
"Four mllhon people Who 
have suffered 
health counseling, funeral and 
burial expenses and other vital 
services," according to a press 
release issued by Illinois Attorney 
General lisa Madigan. terrible, violent crimes, 
and countless others 
who may become victims 
in the future, could lose 
the support they 
deserve." 
"The fund is financed entirely 
by fines, forfeitures and special 
assessments paid by convicted 
federal offenders - not by taxpay-
ers. " 
For the fiscal year 2004, Illinois 
received $10.4 million in victim 
compensation and $16.2 million 
for victim services. And now, con-
gress is planning to drastically cut 
these funds throughout and following fiscal year 2006. 
This plan involves more than $1.2 billion in pro-
posed cuts which would be distributed to the general 
treasury and dedicated toward homeland security. The 
proposed budget cut would, as said in the press 
release, include fiscal year 2006's $650 million in 
funding. But any remaining money from that fund, 
and any newly collected money during 2006, would 
be eliminated, leaving no funding for future victims 
and services, the press release said. 
I'll skip right over my feelings about homeland 
security right now to express my concerns for this par-
ticular situation. 
First of all, the victims deserve this money. It isn't 
taxpayers' money; it is money that comes from crimi-
nals, which are the reason there are victims in the first 
place. 
Four million people who have suffered terrible, vio-
lent crimes, and countless others who may become 
victims in the future, could lose the suppott they 
deserve. 
The press release said a letter signed by all 50 states' 
attorneys general as well as the Attorney General of 
Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, American 
Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands was issued 
to congress. 
But it couldn't hurt, fellow citizens of this dear 
democracy, to send personal concerns along as well. 
Take a few minutes and try helping some of our own 
nation's people who deserve, need and welcome this 
sott of assistance. 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY MICHAEL ABERNATHY 
EDITORIAL 
Opinion page editor, AARoN SEIOUTZ 
Editor in chief, jENNIFER C HIARIELLO 
Managing editor, HILLARY SETTLE 
News editor, KYLE MAYHUGH 
Associate news editor, AMY SIMPSON 
Sports editor, DAN RENICK 
cujcl@eiu.edu 
The shifting of the pyramid 
Health is ofren overlooked in the college 
lifestyle. 
With most college students spending the 
majority of their time sitting with a book to 
exercise their mind and spending their free time 
with beer to exercise their alcohol tolerance, not 
much time is reserved to exercise their body. 
And for both the students who do and don't 
exercise, dining options on a budget, with time 
constraints or without cooking skills don't 
always provide the healthiest options. 
This leaves many of us relying not only on our 
own judgement, but on Eastern's dining halls. 
This leaves Eastern dining centers relying on 
dietary information such as the food pyramid to 
meet our needs. 
At issue 
College 
students' 
d ietary trends 
and how those 
trends are 
affected by the 
new food 
pyramid. 
Our stance 
It is up to the 
students to 
make sure that 
they are 
ferent food groups: orange for grains, green for 
vegetables, red for fruits, yellow for oils, blue for 
milk and purple for meat and beans. The widest 
band is for grains and the smallest is for oils. An 
interactive Web site that allows individuals to tai-
lor a health plan to their own needs is also a new 
addition to the pyramid plan. 
"(Dining services) generally want to provide 
nutritional guidelines, but it is up to the students 
to choose the right kind of foods to fit their 
diet," said Jody Horn, director of Residence Hall 
Food Service. 
This interactive site, in addition to the pyra-
mid's recommendation, will give us an opportu-
nity to better our nutritional judgement and tai-
lor a diet that meets our own needs. 
"The key is offering a variety of things," said 
Mark Hudson, director of Housing and Dining 
Services. 
focusing on the 
necessary 
d ietary factors 
to keep track of 
their own 
health, and the 
pyramid helps. 
And afrer four years of preparation and $2.4 million, the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture on April 19 unveiled a 
A decision of food pyramid revision may 
sound simple to some of us, but with the nation's 
current epidemic of obesity, it may be a key to 
ensuring our generation does not become the first genera-
tion that cannot look forward to a longer life span than our 
new food pyramid, which does just that. parents. 
The new pyramid, which has much less specific infor-
mation on it, includes vertical triangles to illustrate the dif-
ferent food groups that can help put dietary needs in per-
spective . It contains six vertical bands representing the dif-
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
GOOD BYE TO A COACH 
WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE 
This letter is in regards to the resig-
nation of Eastern's head men's and 
women's tennis coach, Brian 
Holzgrafe. 
I had the privilege of playing for 
coach Holzgrafe from 2001-2003 and 
I have a few closing remarks regarding 
his subtle departure. 
Brian, we were horrible when you 
found us in 2002 and amazing when 
I graduated. We grew not only as play-
ers, but as people. For those who 
remain and are unwilling to see that, 
and probably never will, this is their 
loss. 
There may not have been anyone 
big enough in the seat of power to 
understand just what this program has 
gone through, but there are some of 
us here that do. Some may argue that 
our success came from a recruiting 
class that our previous coach signed. 
But the success we experienced while 
being a part of your program was all at 
your hand, so don't listen to anyone 
who says otherwise. 
You have been forced to operate on 
fumes for the last two years and some-
body can only run so long while their 
legs are being cut out from under 
them. 
In the next chapter of your life, 
whether you're feeding tennis balls to 
your players or hammering nails, just 
remember the great things that you 
did here did not go unnoticed; at least 
not to those of us who count. 
Good luck in the future, coach. 
BECKY CARLSON, 
GRADATE ASSISTANT FOR WOMEN'S RUGBY, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters 
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. 
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name, 
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in 
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate 
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be veri-
fied will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length. 
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to 
cujc7@eiu.edu. 
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Firefighters start training at new facility 
BY ERI N MILLER 
CITY EDITOR 
Firefighters repelled off a four-story 
training tower at the new training faciliry 
Tuesday to prepare themselves for future 
building rescues. 
The first time they went down the 
tower, firefighters wanted to get the feeling 
of repelling, said Charleston Fire and 
Rescue Capt. Pat Goodwin. 
They did side-to-side actions and fire-
fighters were also inverted, he said. 
"Usually the first step off the edge does-
n't feel normal," said Todd Foster, a 
Charleston firefighter. "It is kind of a leap 
of faith." 
Firefighters trained at the new fire and 
police training faciliry across from the 
waste water treatment plant, said 
Charleston Fire Chief Darrell Nees. 
T he training facility has one classroom 
for presentations, a fire training tower 
and a firing range for police officers, 
Nees said. 
To construct the fire training part of the 
facility, the fire department applied for a 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Grant, he said. 
T hey received $184,000 to construct the 
four-story training tower, Nees said. 
T he tower is four stories so it would 
meet the requirements for most buildings 
in Charleston, he said. 
While at the training facility, firefighters 
also repelled down the tower with a man-
nequin harnessed to them, Foster said. 
T he mannequin is attached to the fire-
fighter's harness to keep their hands free, 
he said. 
A 185-pound mannequin is secured to 
the firefighter by a hasry harness, which is 
20 feet of webbing formed into a loop and 
fitted to the mannequin, Goodwin said. 
They did four hours of training Tuesday 
and expect the same amount of time for 
the remaining groups, Foster said. 
The Charleston Regional Technical 
Rescue Team consists of members from the 
Charleston, Mattoon and Sullivan fire 
departments, and they are recognized as a 
state team, Goodwin said. 
Team members are training to familiarize 
themselves with the $160,000 of equip-
ment given to them by Illinois, Goodwin 
said. 
Seven to 10 members form a group, and 
they will be training in three shifts, Foster said. 
The remaining two groups are training 
today and T hursday. 
They used approximately $500 worth of 
equipment to repel down the tower, 
Goodwin said. 
Before making the trip down the tower, 
a firefighter has to go through three safery 
checks by three different people to make 
sure the harness and rope are assembled 
properly, he said. 
"We don't want to take a chance of miss-
ing something because you are hanging off 
a rope," Goodwin said. 
"It was a very good day of training," 
he said. "I think everyone got their 
knowledge refreshed a little bit and got 
more comfortable (with the equip-
ment)." 
The fire part of the training faciliry will 
be used for any department that meets 
requirements, Nees said. 
People wanting to use the faciliry will 
have to let the fire department know so it 
can approve the training, and one of the 
captains will be out there to supervise, he 
said. 
Trees come down with construction, people are unhappy 
BY MARJANI lEWIS 
STAFF WRITER 
Most people have noticed a great 
deal of constmction on Eastern's cam-
pus, but many may have overlooked 
the greenery that is missing from the 
constmction site. 
Several trees and shrubs have been 
cut down on the east side of Booth 
Library for the expansion of the 
Doudna Fine Arts Building, a project 
constmcted and funded by the lllinois 
Capital Development Board, and 
some students and faculty members 
are not happy. 
Three of the trees were part of a 
walking tour provided by the 
Department of Biological Sciences 
that teachers refer to as well as the gen-
eral public. 
Several of the trees in the tour are 
rare to lllinois. 
"For many people, it is their only 
opportunity to see those trees," said 
Andrew Methven, chair of the 
Department of Biological Sciences. 
Trees that were lost due to con-
struction include a Little-leaved 
Linden, a Silver Linden and a 
Japanese Pagoda. 
"I would like to see the trees on 
H IGH SPEE D WIRELESS 
INTERtiET 
lighlning Fast • No D ial -Up • No P hone Lines 
Do~n't let dial-up 
hold you back! 
rates as low as 
speeds up to 
17x 
$29.951 
per month 
1aster lhan dial-up 
campus, but I would like to see the 
fine arts project completed also," 
Methven said. 
Many agree that more effort should 
be made to preserve the plant life. 
Justin Cummings, a senior biology 
and Spanish major, said the shrubs 
and smaller trees should be replanted. 
"It's sad to see them go," 
Cummings said. 
Methven said new trees should be 
planted to replace those removed. 
Photographs of the removed trees 
are available on the Biological 
Sciences Web site at 
www.eiu.edu/ ~biology. 
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Writing portfolio requirement surprises students 
BY K RISTI N BORN 
STAFF WRITER 
Students who are more than one semester 
behind on their portfolio may be blocked 
from registering for classes. 
tic look at students' writing," Sanders said. 
She said the portfolio is beneficial in help-
ing improve students' skills. 
Brooke Tumas, freshman speech pathology 
major. 
Markelis said it is hoped that students' sub-
missions show progress in their writing from 
year to year. 
A graduation requirement that most stu-
dents don't know about looms over their col-
lege careers. 
"The institution sets it as a requirement for 
graduation," said Dave Jones, a junior history 
major. 
Students must turn in a submission form 
that their teacher has signed off on. 
The submission form includes a grade of 
the writing sample on a four-point scale, four 
being excellent and one being unacceptable, 
Markelis said. 
"Theoretically, students should be able to 
track their progress from freshman through 
senior year," said Dudley. 
The Electronic Writing Portfolio is a sub-
mission requirement mandated by the 
University to make sure students' writing is 
effective, said Daiva Markelis, an assistant 
professor in the English department, head of 
the Writing Center and Writing Across The 
Curriculum. 
Other students are not as aware of the 
details involving the portfolio. 
"I don't feel adequately informed about the 
purpose of it," said Andrea Hohstadt, a com-
munication studies major. 
Carol Dudley, an English instructor, said 
signing off on the submission forms is extra 
work and time-consuming, but she takes it 
very seriously. 
All universities have mandates that students 
write more efficiently, Markelis said. 
"It is a way that the state keeps track of stu-
dent progression in their writing skill 
throughout their college career," Jones said 
The portfolio is an assessment tool, 
Markelis said. It is very important. 
Students are required to submit one writing 
sample from a writing-centered or writing-
intensive course each year, Markelis said. 
Sanders said the portfolio replaced the old 
requirement, a writing competency exam, in 
2000. The form is available on Eastern's Web site, 
Markelis said. "The exam was not an accurate reflection of 
how the students wrote," Markelis said. Both the form and diskette containing the 
writing sample should be turned in to 
Academic Advising at Ninth Street Hall. 
"It isn't perfect. The original goal was for it 
to be electronic, but the proper infrastructure 
was not available," she said. 
The submission is required every 30 hours, 
said Karla Sanders, director center for aca-
demic support and achievement. 
Completion of the portfolio submissions is 
mandatory, Markelis added. 
She said students had to write about a spe-
cific topic and were only given a couple hours 
to complete their prompt. It also cost $20, 
said Sanders. 
If it cannot be turned in by e-mail, there 
should at least be a more conveniently locat-
ed place on campus to turn it in at, said 
She said the portfolio is supposed to benefit 
the students, but she is not sure it always does. 
"The EWP took over to get a more au then- "Sometimes it is a hassle to them," she said. 
CMS audit sent to attorney general STATE 
BRIEFS 
THE AssooATID P RESS 
SPRINGFIELD A 
Blagojevich administration effort 
to cut government spending was 
riddled with mismanagement 
and careless handling of tax dol-
lars, the state auditor said 
Tuesday in a blistering report 
that he has forwarded to the 
attorney general. 
Auditor General William 
Holland stopped short of claim-
ing criminal activity at the 
Department of Central 
Management Services but said 
taxpayers should be worried 
that the department paid 
improper expenses, awarded 
contracts without sufficient 
public information and didn't 
back up its claims of cutting 
costs. 
"There clearly was some inap-
propriate activity," he said. "I 
don't know that it's sinister, but 
I guess I don't know that it's 
not." 
CMS officials angrily rejected 
his findings. 
In the agency's official 
response, Director Michael 
Rumman called the report mis-
leading and "deliberately inflam-
matory." Where most agencies 
accept an audit's findings or qui-
etly differ on technical points, 
CMS compiled a 61-page, point-
by-point response to Holland's 
report that disagreed with almost 
everything he said. 
CMS even inspected 
Holland's own financial and 
procurement records _ essential-
ly auditing the auditor's office. 
Holland accused CMS offi-
cials of making "unsubstantiat-
ed and unwarranted attacks." 
"The findings are trouble-
some, but their responses are 
even more _ their unwillingness 
to acknowledge that, 'yes, we 
had weaknesses,"' Holland said 
in the first news conference he 
has ever held to discuss an audit. 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich thanks 
Attention Graduating Seniors: 
Hotels in the area are quickly filling up for graduation 
weekend. Make your reservations at the Country Inn & 
Suites in Effingham, located only 25 miles from campus. 
We are offering a special gradation rate of $80 for 
standard rooms and $90 for suite rooms. 
Make your reservation by calling 
217-540-5555 
and ask for the graduation rate. Congratulations on 
your wonderful accomplishment and we look forward 
to seeing you and your family in the Country. 
ROYAL HEIGHI'S 
Close To Campus - Great Rent Rates 
For Info Call Kim at 346 - 3583 
Holland for his work, said 
spokeswoman Becky Carroll, 
who also served as spokeswoman 
for CMS Tuesday. Carroll said 
she could not immediately com-
ment on the Democratic gover-
nor's views on how CMS 
responded to the audit or 
whether he thinks any employ-
ees should be disciplined. 
Artorney General Lisa 
Madigan's office is reviewing 
Holland's report "very closely," 
said spokeswoman Melissa Merz. 
Holland said he also contacted 
the governor's inspector general 
about his conclusion that CMS 
paid hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in expenses without going 
through proper procedures. 
In one case, a contractor was 
reimbursed for meals to cele-
brate landing a state contract, 
personal use of a rental car, 
parking at a Chicago Bulls 
game, and $11 in candy 
bought for a meeting with two 
CMS employees. 
MORE MUSTANG HORSES 
KILLED, 52 SAVED 
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS 
WASHINGTON -The Interior 
Department abruptly halted delivery 
of mustangs to buyers while it inves-
tigates whether the slaughter of 41 
wild horses in the West this month 
violates a federal oontract requiring 
them to be treated hwnanely. 
By enlisting last-minute financial 
help Monday from Ford Motor Co. 
_ makers of the Mustang sports car _ 
the agency saved the lives of 52 other 
mustangs. 
The latest horses killed carne from 
a broker who obtained them from 
the Rosebud Sioux Tribe of South 
Dakota. The tribe traded 87 of the 
105 aging horses it bought from the 
government for younger ones. 
Interior officials said they would 
review whether a federal oontract 
had been violated. 
PEOTONE AIRPORT 
BLUEPRINTS DEVELOPED 
THE AssociATED P RESS 
CHICAGO - The state gave 
federal aviation officials Tuesday 
its blueprint for a small commer-
cial airport in the far south sub-
urbs, the most formal step yet 
toward development of a third 
Chicago-area airport that has been 
debated for a decade. 
The plan calls for a single-run-
way, five-gate airport on 4,200 
acres of farmland near Peotone, a 
small town 40 miles south of 
downtown Chicago. State officials 
say the airport later could grow to 
four parallel runways and 12 gates. 
Some federal and state officials 
have said a third airport is needed 
in the Chicago area to help allevi-
ate congestion at O'Hare 
International Airport, which can 
snarl air traffic nationwide. 
Ca.reer Services 1301 Human services center . sa1-2412 
13,000+ JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS THIS WEEK! HERE'S A SAMPLE ... 
Job Title Employer Location 
Management Trainee McGough & Associates Chicago, IL 
Sales/Marketing Intern Landshire Sandwiches Belleville, IL 
Accountant Lee Wilson, Inc. Carmi , IL 
Graphic Design Intern Illinois Tollway Downers Grove, IL 
Marketing Coordinator Mcomm Group Peoria, IL 
Loan Professor Decision One Mortgage Lombard, IL 
Production Coordinator John Lowery SE Illinois 
Accountant Bab, Inc. Deerfield, IL 
Purchasing/Inventory HN Automotive Effingham, IL 
Food Service Managers Sodexho Midwest 
District Mgr-B2B Health Sales Assurant Health Downers Grove, IL 
Interaction Designer Experience Boston, MA 
Manager Trainee Personal Finance Mt. Vernon, IL + MO 
Purchasing Agent Guess, Inc. Los Angeles, CA 
Assistant Scientist Celera Genomics San Francisco, CA 
Actuarial Analyst Blue Cross Blue Shield Providence, Rl 
Software Engineer. NET Rdelity Information Services Jacksonville, FL 
Management Trainee McMaster-Carr Supply Atlanta, GA 
Coach/Counselor-At Risk Rite of Passage Denver, CO 
Loss Prevention Beall's Phoenix, AZ 
Specialists Bacon's Chicago, IL 
Bilingual Research Editor Hub Group Downers Grove, IL 
Pricing Analyst Lord & Taylor New York, NY 
Merchandising Assistant Help Desk Professional Data Dimensions Indianapolis, IN 
Register with Career Services online at http://www.jobsrv.eiu.edu 
Get 24fl online access to these jobs and apply with just a click of your mouse! 
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New U.S. treasurer gets 
her name on the currency 
Brothers to pay nearly $300,000 in damages 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON - It's official: 
Anna Escobedo Cabral, the 42nd 
U.S. treasurer, now has her name on 
the money. 
lreasury Secretary John Snow, whose 
signature also appears on U.S. currency, 
joined Cabral and members ofher fam-
ily at the Bureau of Engraving on 
Tuesday to watch the printing of the 
first dollar bills with her signanrre. 
"Here they come!" Snow exclaimed 
as the plates for the dollar bill spun on 
a large printing press. 
Cabral was sworn into office on 
Jan. 19 to replace Rosario Marin, who 
resigned in May 2003 to rerurn to 
California. She lost a Republican pri-
mary race for the U.S. Senate last year. 
Since U.S. currency was redesigned 
in 1929 to feature a smaller size of 
notes, the signatures of 24 Treasury 
secretaries and 16 treasurers have 
appeared on the notes. 
The Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing, which employs 2,500 
workers at facilities in Washington 
and Fort Worth, Texas, produces 
approximately 38 million notes with 
a face value of around $696 million 
every business day. 
Algerian convicted in plot to bomb 
L.A. airport awaits sentencing 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SEATILE - Five years after being 
arrested with a ttunkful ofbomb-mak-
ing materials at the U.S. border, 
Ahmed Ressam has proved a remark-
able resource in the nation's efforts to 
understand and eradicate terrorists. 
He told invesrigators from many 
countries about the locations of terror 
cells and camps, who ran them and 
how they operated. 
But as Ressam, 37, awaits sentenc-
ing Wednesday, prosecutors say he 
could have done more. 
Ressam, an Algerian convicted of 
plotting a millennium-eve bombing at 
the Los Angeles airport, stopped coop-
eratingwith prosecutors in 2003 when 
he realized the Justice Department 
would not recommend a sentence 
shorter than 27 years, they say. 
Prosecutors now say that without 
his continued help, they may have to 
drop terrorism charges against two 
men: Abu Doha, who was accused of 
orchestrating the bomb plot, and 
Samir Air Mohamed, also charged in 
the scheme. They are awaiting extra-
dition to the United States Doha in 
Britain, Mohamed in Canada. 
The government is seeking 35 years 
behind bars for Ressam. Ressam 's 
public defenders are asking for 12 1/2. 
A psychiatrist who evaluated 
Ressam for the defense blamed the 
government for his intransigence. 
Losing your 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
MIAMI - Former baseball star 
Jose Canseco and his twin brother 
were ordered Tuesday to pay nearly 
$300,000 in punitive damages to 
the two men they beat up during a 
Halloween bash at a Miami Beach 
nightclub in 200 I. 
Jose Canseco must pay $240,000 
and his brother, Ozzie, must pay 
$50,000. A day earlier, the same jury 
awarded the victims, Christian 
Presley and Alan Cheek, more than 
$700,000 in compensatory damages. 
The award decision came after an 
accountant hired by the two men 
testified that Jose Canseco has a net 
worth of about $1.9 million and 
Ozzie has virtually no net worth. 
STUDENT KILLED IN 
TENNESSEE DORM FIRE 
COLLEGEDALE, Tenn. -
An early morning dormitory fire 
killed one student Tuesday, and 
two others were rescued from a 
third-story window and treated at 
a hospital, officials said. 
The cause of the blaze in the 
women's dorm at Southern 
Adventist University was not imme-
diately known. Fire officials said 
mosr of the damage appeared to be 
around a third-floor latmdry and 
lobby area in the brick building. 
PLAN OF JACKSON'S 
ACCUSER'S FAMILY TOLD 
SANTA MARIA, Cali£ - A trav-
d agent testified in Michad Jackson's 
health insurance? 
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NATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
child molestation trial Tttesday that 
she was asked to arrange a one-way 
trip to Brazil for the singer's accuser 
and his family, but the jotrrney was 
abruptly canceled. 
The testimony by Cynthia 
Montgomery was offered to support 
a prosecution claim that Jackson was 
planning to kidnap the accuser and 
his family and send them to Brazil 
for an indefinite period following a 
damaging February 2003 documen-
tary in which the singer said he let 
children sleep in his bed. 
SURROGATE MOTHER 
BIRTHS QUINTUPLETS 
PHOENIX - A surrogate 
mother hoped to give a childless 
couple a baby of their own. 
Tuesday, she gave them five. 
Teresa Anderson, 25, delivered 
quintuplets all boys by Caesarean 
section. One of the babies was born 
with a defective heart; the others 
were said to be doing fine. 
EGYPTIAN TWIN TO 
UNDERGO SKULL SURGERY 
DALLAS - A 3-year-old for-
merly conjoined rwin from Egypt 
had surgery Tuesday to replace a 
missing portion of his skull. 
Mohamed Ibrahim's skull was 
reconstructed using pieces of bone 
that were removed during the sur-
gery in 2003 to separate him from 
his brother, Ahmed. 
Only skin and tissue covered 
large portions of their brains after 
the separation surgery, requiring the 
rwins to wear protective helmets. 
HOUSE WOULD MAKE 
THREAT SYSTEM OPTIONAL 
WASHING1DN - The color-
coded terror alert system that signals 
national threat levels would become 
optional under proposed legislation 
that sets the Homeland Security 
Department's priorities for next year. 
The bill, which will be considered 
Wednesday by the House Homdand 
Security Committee, says the color-
coded system is too vague and the 
threat warnings too broad. It calls for 
other methods to communicate 
threat information to the public. 
CHAIRMAN CONCEDES GOP 
MUST CHANGE RULES 
WASHINGTON - House 
Republican leaders weighed addi-
tional concessions to Democrats 
Tuesday night as they struggled to 
limit political fallout from a virtual 
shutdown of the ethics committee. 
GOP officials, speaking on condi-
tion of anonymity, said party leaders 
were considering options including 
reversal of investigative rules changes 
they muscled through in January. 
The Republican leaders met after 
steadily increasing attacks by 
Democrats, who contended the 
changes were designed to protect 
Majority Leader Tom DeLay from 
fi.rrther investigation. 
PAGES 
HELP WANTED 
Summer babysitter: 2 children, 
4 and 1 year old in Mattoon. 
Seeking a full-time person Mon-
Fri 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. We will 
also consider individuals who 
can do part-time, multiple days 
during the week. Strong weekly 
or daily salary. Please call Holly 
at 258-5305 daytime or 234-
7493 evenings. 
-----------------~28 
SUMMER WORK $15.00 
BASE-APPT. Flexible sched-
ules. Call now, start after finals. 
Customer sales/service, train-
ing provided, all majors wel-
come to apply, build your 
resume, all ages 18+, condi-
tions apply. CALL TODAY: 
BLOOMINGTON 309-661-
0889, GURNEE 847-356-3491, 
LINCOLN PARK 312-397-1542, 
MERRILLVILLE, IN 219-756-
0997, NAPERVILLE 630-505-
1704, NORTH SHORE 847-
881-2567, ORLAND PARK 708-
460-8090, OAK BROOK 630-
574-0575, ROCKFORD 815-
395-0554 and SCHAUMBURG 
847-839-4992. 
-----------------~29 
COLLEGEINCOME.COM 
-----------------~29 
Babysitter wanted starting Fall 
semester 05'. M-W-F; 8-5.235-
9561 
-----------------~29 
Summer babysitter. Three chil-
dren. 32-40 hours a week. Call 
235-2586. 
__________________ 5~ 
Get paid to think. Make $75 tak-
ing on-line surveys. www.mon-
eyauthor.com 
__________________ .5/2 
Now hiring FT 3rd shift to work 
with adults with developmental 
disabilities in a group home set-
ting. Paid training provided. 
Apply in person at Tull House, 
1911 18th st., Charleston. 345-
3552. 
__________________ .5/2 
WANTED: 2 IT professionals to 
join a project team. Prefer appli-
cants comfortable with VB6 and 
VC++. Also desire knowledge of 
windows server, inscription, 
compression, SOL, and TCP/IP 
communication. Send resume 
to PO Box 88, Mattoon IL, 
61938. 
__________________ .5/2 
Waitress wanted part 
time,apply in person after 
4pm,Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 
Lincoln, Charleston. 
___________________ 00 
Female bartender needed.lcy 
Mug. Must be available 3pm-
1 am through summer and next 
year. Must be 21. Apply within 
___________________ 00 
Front desk worker needed start-
ing May 16 at Student 
Publications. Pick up an appli-
cation at 1802 Buzzard Hall. 
___________________ 00 
Circulation worker needed start-
ing May 17. Pick up an applica-
tion at 1802 Buzzard Hall. 
___________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 905 
ARTHUR. 345-6100. 
___________________ 00 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
._,Apartments for 1 or 2 residents 
_,Houses for groups of 3 & 4 
_,Townhouses, 4 BR for 2 to 5 persons 
.Jim Wood, Realtor 
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472 
FOR RENT FOR RENT 
Houses for 4 or 5 close to cam- VERY AFFORDABLE 4 BED-
pus, 2 baths, C.A., w.D., trash. ROOM UPSTAIRS APARTMENT 
Phone 345-7244. FOR 05/06 SEMESTERS. 1430 
________ 4129 1/2 9TH STREET. OFF STREET 
6 bedroom,2 bath home. C/A, 
WID, no pets. Great loca-
tion.716 Grant. Behind campus 
police.$275 per person. 345-
5037 
----------------~4/29 
GREAT LOCATIONS LARGE 
PARTIALLY FURNISHED TWO 
BEDROOM APARTMENT 
WATER AND TRASH PAID. NO 
PETS. 348-0209. 
----------------~4/29 
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one 
@ $380/mo. 
INTERNET,CABLE, WATER 
INCL. 345-4489,Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood Realtor. 
----------------~4/29 
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses 
for 2-5. $188-375. DSL 
wiring.345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor 
----------------~4/29 
3&4 BR houses, close to 
EIU,w/d,a/c,345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
_________________ .4/29 
PARKING. TRASH PAID. 10 
MONTH LEASE. SECURITY 
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-
8305. 
__________________ .5/2 
2 BR duplexes and 2 BR apart-
ments. Furnished, well-kept, 
affordable. Water, trash paid. 
Maintenance 27/7. Village 
Rentals 345-2516. 
__________________ .5/2 
VERY AFFORDABLE 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENT FOR 05/06 
SEMESTERS. 1426 9TH 
STREET. OFF STREET PARK-
ING. TRASH PAID. 10 MONTH 
LEASE. SECURITY REQUIRED. 
NO PETS. 348-8305. 
__________________ .5/2 
June 2005-May 2006. 2 bed-
room, 1 bathroom. $230 per 
person, close to campus. Call 
345-4621. 
__________________ .5/2 
3 BR house for 3, WID. $275 
each. 1521 11th, 10 month 
lease. 549-7242 
__________________ .5/2 
()Lflffllf,lNf MflNiiMMfNf 
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms 
4 LOCATIONS 
Close to campus 
345-6533 
FOR RENT 
Cute 2 BR house on 12th St. 
Appliances inc. Call Melissa 345-
621 o, 549-0212. www.eiprops.com. 
________ 5/19 
A Place for the Summer-
Several Beautiful 1,2,3, or 4 
Bedroom apts. & houses. No 
pets 345-7286 
___________________ 00 
Riley Creek homes, close to 
campus and shopping, avail-
able for the 2005-2006 school 
year. Water and trash service 
included. Pets considered with 
additional deposit. Call for 
terms and availability. 549-
37 41 . Leave message. 
___________________ 00 
BUCHANAN ST. APART-
MENTS: 1,2,&3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
FOR FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF 
OFF STREET PARKING, 
WATER AND TRASH INCLUD-
ED. CALL 345-1266 
___________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
www.charlestonilapts.com 
LOOK US UP for details on 
these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S. 
12th Street, 1305 18th Street, 
955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant, 
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street. 
Rents from $230 to $475 per 
person. Call to make appoint-
ments at 348-7746. 
___________________ o.o 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good 
locations, nice apartments, off 
street parking, trash paid. No 
pets. 345-7286. 
___________________ o.o 
For Fall '05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms 
for close to campus. 4 locations 
to choose from. Call 345-6533 
___________________ o.o 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000 
___________________ o.o 
Newly remodeled two bedroom 
apartments complexly fur-
nished, parking, laundry, FREE 
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913 
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or 
317-3085. 
___________________ o.o 
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas-
ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart-
ments,three bedroom house. All 
within two blocks of campus. Call 
345-5373 or 549-5593 
___________________ o.o 
BUCHANAN STREET APART-
MENTS: 1 bedroom apartment 
available in June water and 
trash included off street parking 
call 345-1266 
___________________ o.o 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 2005 
FOR RENT 
NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM, 2 
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS, 
WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120 
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100. 
___________________ 00 
Available for Summer and Fall 
05-06 school year. Clean mod-
ern apartments and homes 
w/some utilities included. 
1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. WID in 
some units also. NOT ALL 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO 
PETS!!!! 217-345-4494. 
___________________ 00 
Available now. 1 BR apartment 
in Charleston close to the 
square. Stove/fridge, nice loca-
tion. For more information call 
345-5088. 
___________________ 00 
Royal Heights Apartments. 3 
BR apartments fall 2005. 
Remodeled, free parking. Call 
Kim. 346-3583. 
___________________ 00 
2 and 3 BR furnished apts. 
Utilities included. Just E. of 
Greek Court. No pets. Call 549-
2615. 
___________________ 00 
Girls 5 Bedroom and 3 
Bedroom Houses. Newly 
Remodeled WID ,OW. Trash 
Paid. 1 Block from Campus. 
345-3253. 
___________________ 00 
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED 
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. $300 
MONTH. LEASE AND 
DEPOSIT REQUIRED. CALL 
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 
345-9462. 
___________________ 00 
1 &2 Br apts, close to Buzzard, 
water paid,345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor 
----------------~4/29 
Grad student,faculty. Apts for 1, 
near EIU.$300-350.345-4489 , 
Wood Rentals,Jim Wood, Realtor. 
lb-t~.ttttlork limel 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0316 
----------------- 4/29 
Student housing. 2 BR apart-
ment &500/month close to cam-
pus. Call Tim 708-359-5582 or 
Kathy 708-422-4628. 
_________________ .4/29 
Clean and very nice apts. and 
homes. Dishwashers and wash-
ers/dryers included. Close to 
campus. No pets. 345-9267. 
_________ 5/2 
Village Pointe apts. 2 & 3 per-
son, behind McHugh's. 3 BR/2 
bath, dishwasher, disposal, fur-
nished, low utilities. $275-$325 
per month. Call 345-0652. 
_________ 5/2 
Now available - Fall '05 Roomy 
three bedroom house recently 
remodeled. Good Fourth Street 
location. 897-6266 or 898-9143. 
_________ 5/2 
For rent: efficiency close to 
campus. No smoking, no pets. 
$325/mo all utilities included. 
Males only. 345-3232 days. 
_________ 5/2 
WALK TO CAMPUS. THREE 
BEDROOM APARTMENT. 10 
1/2 MONTH LEASE. 345-3554. 
_________ 5/2 
Three bedroom Apt. 2 blocks 
from campus. 4th Street $235 
per person per month. 345-
3554 
_________ 5/2 
ACROSS 
1 Service unit 
34 Hugs, in a letter 66 Blue-pencil 
35 Drugs, briefly 67 Creature with a 
7 Itinerary abbr. 
10 Blunders 
36 T . t th tiny waist np o e 
Bahamas, e.g. 68 Bar request 
14 Gamer of jazz 
15 "Get it?" 
16 Nair competitor 
17 Watergate 
judge John 
40 "Doonesbury• 
character based 
on HunterS. 
Thompson 
43 Rock's Bon Jovi 
44 Pushed hard 
18 Biblical jawbone 48 Genetic material 
source 
19 Way off 
49 "The Mothers-
in-Law" co-star 
20 "No kidding!?" 52 Bone: Prefix 
23 Give, as odds 54 Bend shape 
25 Untrustworthy 55 European carri-
sort er 
26 Up __ 56 Jimmy Carter 
(trapped) autobiography 
27 Really attractive 61 Zilch 
32 Tolkien creature 62 Narrow inlet 
33 Stop by 63 Habituates 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
69 • Dinah" 
(Frankie 
Avalon's first hit) 
70 Range units: 
Abbr. 
71 Word spelled 
phonetically by 
the starts of 
1-, 20-, 27-, 36-, 
49- and 
56-Across 
DOWN 
1 French posses-
sive 
2 " ___ tu" (Verdi 
aria) 
3 In formation 
4 Rope fiber 
5 Develop sores 
6 Dabble in 
7 Biblical twin 
8 Hardy heroine 
9 Ricky player in 
'50s TV 
10 Put on the 
books 
11 Grid coin tosser 
12 Collide with, in 
a way 
13 D and C, in D.C. 
21 Like Nasdaq 
~~+=! trades 
.=..L:.:..&.:..:~ 22 Xanthippe, e.g. 
23 Peggy with the 39 More morose 
1958 hit "Fever" 
24 Novelist Rand 
28 Job for Perry 
Mason 
40 Blotted (out) 
41 Expose to the 
sun 
53 Related mater-
nally 
57 Vehide on rails 
42 Grasshopper's 58 Glasses option 
29 Chanteuse Lena cousin 
30 Marker 
31 "There's 
'team"' 
45 Stomach-related 59 Boaters and 
in 46 Stat. for Pedro bowlers 
35 Old Wortd 
blackbird 
Martinez 
47 Letters on a 
shingle 
37 1977 double- 49 "Kitchy-__ !" 
platinum Steely 
Dan album 50 Waggle dance 
38 Playing hard to 
get 
performer 
51 Victoria's prince 
so Muslim mystic 
64 Yellowstone 
herd member 
65 Like some 
grins 
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Son wins election; violence 
injures more than 100 
Annan lawyer defends secretary 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LOME, Togo - The son offogo' s 
late dictator won a resounding victory 
in a presidential election, sending 
enraged opposition supporters into 
the streets Tuesday. Protesters built 
flaming barricades and used machetes 
and nail-studded clubs to battle police 
and soldiers, clashes that left more 
than 100 people injured. 
Faure Gnassingbe won 1.3 million 
votes, or 60 percent, while main 
opposition candidate Bob Akitani 
took 841,000, or 38 percent, electoral 
commission Chairwoman Kissem 
T changai Walla said. 
Sunday's balloting in this impov-
erished West Mrican nation was 
marred by violence and allegations 
of vote-tampering. 
The military had installed 
Gnassingbe as president shortly after 
his father, Gnassingbe Eyadema, died 
of a heart attack Feb. 5. Eyadema's 
38 years in power had made him 
Mrica 's longest-ruling dictator. Amid 
heavy international pressure, the 39-
VPSA: 
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1 
his Ph.D. in higher education while 
working in the university's student 
life program. 
"What was interesting is that I was 
working in the field without a degree 
in that subject (until finishing the 
Ph.D.)," Nadler said. 
FOR RENT 
year old son agreed to an election. 
After the results were announced, 
mobs of young men raged across the 
capiral of Lome, setting stacks of tires 
ablaze and unleashing plumes of 
smoke that darkened the horizon. 
Through the afternoon, security 
furces with tear gas and concussion 
grenades scattered the protesters. 
An Associated Press reporter saw 
two men who had been shot and saw 
several soldiers beat a suspected loot-
er with clubs, kicking him in the 
head once he fell. 
The young man's mother ran onto 
the scene, stripping naked in protest 
and wailing: "Oh God, they're going 
to kill him!" As the youth was loaded 
into a military truck, she screamed, 
"Please don't take my son!" and the 
man was later released. 
By late Tttesda}~ more than I 00 peo-
ple injured in the day's clashes had been 
admitted to Lome's main hospital, said 
Red Cross official Abram Morel. They 
included several gunshot victims and 
people who'd been beaten by protesters 
and security forces, he said. 
Will H ine, dean of adult and con-
tinuing education and member of 
the search committee for the posi-
tion, said the council was impressed 
by Nadler's credentials despite where 
they came from. 
"There was some debate over 
whether or not to have someone 
from SIU among the finalists," H ine 
said jokingly. 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
UNITED NATIONS - Kofi 
Annan's lawyer sent a letter to the 
committee investigating corruption 
in the U.N . oil-for-food program 
defending the secretary-general's 
claim that he was exonerated in its 
latest report, according to a copy 
obtained Tuesday by The 
Associated Press. 
The letter from Gregory Craig 
told the Independent Inquiry 
Committee that media reports of 
Annan's March 29 statement 
which has since become a source of 
great controversy were "inaccurate 
and inadequate." 
EZER WEllMAN, ISRAEL 
PRESIDENT LAID TO REST 
OR AKNA, Israel - Thousands 
of mourners from Israel and abroad 
gathered Tttesday to bid farewell to 
peace pioneer, fighter pilot and fOrmer 
President Ezer Weizman, who chose 
this worlcing class city fur his burial. 
Weizman, who died Sunday at 
age 80, was president from 1993 
to 2000 and pioneered contacts 
with Palestinian leaders at a time 
when such meetings were illegal 
under Israeli law. As a Cabinet 
minister, he helped bring about 
the Jewish state's first peace treaty 
with an Arab country. 
Instead of the expected burial place 
Mt. Herzl in Jerusalem, where other 
furmer presidents and Israeli notables 
have been interred Weizman chose to 
be buried in Or Akiva, a working class 
INTERNATIONAL BRIEFS 
city next to the upscale seaside com-
munity of Caesarea, where he lived 
after leaving the presidency. 
INVESTIGATORS SEEK 
CLUES FOR TRAIN WRECK 
AMAGASAKI, Japan - At least 
he was alive. 
Hours after Japan's worst train 
crash in decades, rescue teams fuund 
Hiroki Hayashi in an open space in 
the wreckage with his legs badly 
hurt, but he was still conscious. 
Workers, however, faced a 
major hurdle: they couldn't get 
the 19-year-old college student 
out. Rescuers could pass him 
water and put him on an intra-
venous drip, but he was pinned 
down by slabs of metal and the 
bodies of victims. 
US CONDEMNED FOR 
GUANTANAMO 'TORTURE' 
STRASBOURG, France -
Europe's human rights body con-
demned the United States on 
Tuesday for using what it termed 
"torture" on terror suspects held at 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and it 
called on European countries not 
to cooperate in interrogating 
Guantanamo detainees. 
A Pentagon spokesman said the 
United States was running "a safe, 
humane and professional deten-
tion operation at Guantanamo 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS ROOMMATES ROOMMATES ROOMMATES 
that is providing valuable informa-
tion in the war on terror." 
BRAZIL CALLS RESPECT 
FOR VENEZUELA 
BRASILIA, Brazil - With 
Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice at his side, Brazilian Foreign 
Minister Celso Amorim voiced 
support Tuesday for a democratic 
outcome in Venezuela. But in 
remarks that appeared aimed at 
Washington, he implicitly cau-
tioned against any outside inter-
vention to achieve that goal. 
"We want to see Venezuela 
move toward a harmonious demo-
cratic solution," Amorim said at a 
news conference, a sentiment 
echoed moments later by Rice, 
who is on the first stop of a four-
nation hemispheric tour. 
SHANGHAI DETAINS 42 
FOR ANTI-JAPAN PROTEST 
SHANGHAI, China 
Authorities have detained 42 people 
accused of "disturbing social order" 
during recent anti-Japanese protests, 
in the government's sternest warning 
so far against further unrest, state 
media reported Tuesday. 
State-run Shanghai Television ran 
film footage identifying several of 
those suspected of throwing botdes at 
the Japanese Consulate and smashing 
in windows of restaurants thought to 
be owned by Japanese during the 
demonstrations in Shanghai, which 
involved up to 20,000 people. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT. 
JUST CAME AVAILABLE. 206 112 
6TH ST. CARPETED A!C SHOW-
ER WASHER AND DRYER. 345-
7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 
ASK FOR LARRY. 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUAT-
ING SENIORS! If you are inter-
ested in a yearoook of your sen-
ior year, and are not sure how to 
pick it up, come to the Student 
Publications office, room 1802 
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6 
we will mail you a copy in the 
Fall when they are published. 
Location, location, location. 
Huge one bedroom apt. 
located across from physical 
science building. 1542 4th 
street. May 7 -July 31 . Rent is 
negotiable. A must see. 630-
730-4634 
Roommate needed to share 
roomy 2 bedroom apt. Newly 
remodeled 2005. Free parking 
and internet. Close to campus. 
Lease begins summer or fall 
2005. Call Leah 1-815-579-8189. 
_________ .5/2 
for Fall 05. August-December. 
Call Bryan @ 708-420-9362. 
The ladies of Alpha Phi would 
like to invite you to our Spring 
Informational on Wednesday, 
May 27, 2005 at 7pm in the 
Alpha Phi Chapter Room. 
___________________ 00 
Available summer-May '06. 
Extra large 1 bedroom apart-
ments, furnished, ideal for cou- Call 581-2812 for more informa-
ple, cat ok. $350-$360 month, tion. 
_________________ 4/28 3 bedroom apartment to live 
with 2 males. Male or Female 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Chicago Job Fairs & Career 
Fairs, YOUR Chicago Career 
Connection! www.chicagojobre-
source.com. 
water and trash paid. Located 
at 741-745 6th St. Call 581-
7729 or 345-6127, 
---
00 NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER 
___________________ 00 
Park Place Apartments: Now 
showing for Fall 05. Newly 
SUBLESSORS 
Village Point Apartment avail-
able for sublease. 3 bedroom, 2 
Remodeled. Free Parking. Call bath, and loft. Can accommo-
Autumn at 348-1479. date 2-4 people. Price is nego-
___________________ oo liable. Contact Nicole at 1-618-
AVAILABLE NOW: Nice cozy, 2 889-4937. 
Bedroom Apt., $325/mo., water 5/2 
& trash included, off-street par1<-
ing. 345-1266. ROOMMATES 
___________________ 00 
GREAT LOCATION, GREAT 
PRICE - $235 each. Nice 4 bed-
room apartment with large living 
room and large kitchen. New 
carpet, new bath, new appli-
ances 345-6967 
Roommate needed to share 3 bed-
room Apt. at 1515 91h St. for 
20Cl512000. School year with 2 male 
EIU student> cal 847-529-3778. 
----------------~~27 
Female roommate needed for 
oo summer. Apartment close to 
.:::==F=O=R=S=A=L=E=::::.:. campus. $170/mo plus utilities. 
Elliptical, female mountain, 
bike, and 4 drawer dresser for 
sale. Great condition. Moving , 
so must go! Call 549-4673. 
-----------------~29 
Call Lily 217-549-3239. 
----------------~~27 
Responsible female roommate(s) 
needed for unfurnished 3 bed-
room apt. Close to campus. 1.5 
ba1h. Call217-348-5617. 
----------------~~29 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
-----------------~27 
) -
-
I . 
Senior pitcher 
wins OVC Pitcher 
of the Week award 
Bv MAn OANllLS 
S<:nior Heather Hoeschen has been a big parr 
of Eastern softbalrs current winning streak 
Hoeschen was named OYC Pircher of the Wc:ek 
after posting four wins ia the past week, while 
compiling a 0.95 ERA in 22 innings of work. 
Hoeschc:n has an 8- I I overall record on the year 
with a 2.47 ERA. while throwing nine complete 
games and rwo shucours. 
" ( \v:J5 n.-,i.!Jy aciccd robe named OVC Picchcr 
of the W<."Ck." Hocsc.hc:n said. "( didn'c even know 
abouc ic tmtil one: of the pb.ycr' morn called :mJ 
cold her. then she cold me." 
This is the: St'Cond cimc in the: l:ist rwo se:isons 
th:u Hoeschen has had t.hc: honor of OVC 
Picchc:r of cht 'W'ec:k hcswwed on hn. ·he: 
received the .nvard tht· lir.,c week of last S<:'1SOn . 
.. Her rt-cc1,·ing all these awards .Ht: vcrv much 
t:arnt'(l. .. hc.id rnach Uoydc:nc: S<.-;ulc "3.id. 
By winnmg four of rhc: l.1St five: games. :ill vi -
t0rio fr, r HrJ<:schc:n. E..lStc:m has gonc:n h.ick inro 
conrc:nuon 111 O\'C pla~·. ·nic cram sc:rnds .n 15-
2-l ! ! 0- 10 on chc OVC) as of Tuesday. ric:d fo r 
f-inh pl.ice 1n die conference 'vith Soucheast 
Missoun. 
TI1c n.:a :nc winning has hdpt.-d t.ht: cc:.am·~ con-
fidence, Hocschrn said. 
"We believe: thac we can win every game," 
Hoeschen said. 
One of Hoese.hen's attribuccs is her abiliry nor 
to walk anyone, Searl<: said. 
" le is .somctlllng on c:he menc:al side thac will 
hdp hcr when Facing other teams.'' Searle said. 
Hoeschen is also very supportive of her own 
rc:am and hc::r rc:ammaccs. 
"She: has given me more confidence and hdped 
wic:h my mechanics.'' freshman pi rc.hcr Karyn 
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Mackie said. 
H ocschen said she rries co keep c:he girls on the 
c e::im mo riva red. 
"J cry to be thm: fur c:hcm and keep me oc:hcr 
picchers' confidence up, li.kc Andrea and Karyn," 
Hoese.hen said. "J cry and td1 d1cm chat c:hcy arc: 
better c:han whac they think." 
The senior Oas led a much-travded road w 
come co r:h.is poim in her .softball career. 
The San Diego, Calif native grew up arowid 
Scartle and aficr high school wcnc to Robcxt 
Morris College in Chicago, then rransfured to 
Triton Communiry College. 
She c:amc:d honorable mc::nrion all-confi:rc::nce 
ar Robcxt Morris and ~ first team all-<:onfi:rena: 
at Triron. She: also was the tc:am captain ac Triton. 
Searle believes rh.ar a big parr of the recem wins 
has been because of Hoc:schrn, but also as a ream, 
as a whole:. . . , , 
"We'~ bo=ii able~; d~ ·ilitti~c: ~1~ ~r 
need to do to win," Seaifc said. "Heather has 
been able ro keep us i.n games by wocking hard 
and having rompkre crust i.n her deft:nsc wii:h 
ev<::ry pitch." 
Do the Math. 
Or art ... business ... computer ... technology .. ·:·u··· 
history ... English ... education .... languages ... 
. 
Cont.act Poteete Property Rcntah 
while there are still apartments and 
homes left for the fall semester. 
science ... 
Whatever the course of study you choose, you'll 
find small classes (less than 25 students!) at 
our two campuses (Des Plaines and Skokie!) 
taught by professors (not teaching assistants!) 9H Lmcola A.Te. ,Charleno•, 0. (217) Sf5-50U 
ODlhae ® www.poteeterea...._._ And at $69 per credit hour, Oakton's tuition is 
the best bargain around. Now that's easy math. 
Summer classes (beginning June 6) fill fast, 
so register· now at webreg.oakton.edu. 
For more infonnacion. call 847.635.1629. 
Start here. Go anywhere. 
"/"or 1ru.Jents "llh U1T upp/1cafl<Ht °"Ji/~ 
1600 E. Golf Rd., ~s Pl21nes. IL 
no1 N . Lincoln A~ .. Skokie. IL 
www.o:akton.tdtt 
...... ··- ,,... _. 
. .. .. .... . - ..... _ . . -·-
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BASEBALL 
Pitcbing scarce in Eastern's 
18-11loss to Illinois on the road 
Panthers lose seventh 
straight game to Illini 
BY MATTHEW STEVENS 
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR 
Eastern might see the swing of Illinois' Chris 
Robinson in its sleep as the junior had a career night as 
the Panthers fell to the home Illini 18-11. 
The Fighting Illini catcher ended the evening 4-for-4 
with seven RBis, four runs scored and a pair of home 
runs to give Illinois its seventh straight win over Eastern. 
Illinois jumped on Eastern starter Erik Huber (0-1) 
early and often ending in an 8-0 Illini lead after two 
innings. 
H uber took his first loss of the season after being held 
out of pitching duty due to an elbow injury that 
occurred last summer. 
Robinson and lllinois left fielder Drew Davidson 
both went deep for two-run homers in the opening 
inning giving lllini starter Joel Barickman an instant 
four-run cushion. 
The junior shut down the Panthers in the first two 
innings but struggled after that allowing eight runs on 
11 hits in 3.2 innings of work. 
A bases-loaded double by Robinson made it 7-0 and 
then scored on a double play ball hit by first baseman 
Dusty Bensko. 
The Panthers (9-30) made it competitive in the third 
inning after designated hitter Jason Cobb's three-run 
home run off Barickman was followed by a long bomb 
to right field by Chad Watson. 
With the score 11-8, Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz 
decided to intentionally walk Robinson to load the 
bases, but reliever Kenny Firlit uncorked a wild pitch to 
the next batter to score a run. Two more sacrifices led to 
a 14-8 Illini lead. 
Robinson, the Canadian native that played for its 
home country in the World Cup of Baseball, led the 
Illini (24-12-1) in average last year (.359) and had a 
career-high eight RBis against MacMurray last year. 
Keiji Szalo's three-run homer to left field off Illini 
reliever Jonathan Smiley brought Eastern back from the 
dead to a 14-11 deficit, but the Panthers failed to hold 
Illinois in the sixth frame. 
Panthers reliever Brian Long faced eight batters in the 
sixth inning allowing three runs on three hits. Mter the 
Illini teed off on Long, the Eastern deficit was a near 
impossible six runs at 17-11. 
To ensure the victory in the final two innings, Illinois 
head coach Richard "Itch" Jones decided to bring 
Charleston native Brandon Murphy to the mound. 
The Charleston High School star pitcher and quarter-
back did not allow a hit in 1.1 innings of work striking 
out a pair. 
Eastern will try to rebound today as the Panthers host 
Illinois State at Coaches Stadium. 
FANS: 
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
baseball game announced by Stone 
and find it weird to not hear him 
announcing Cubs' players' names. 
''I'm glad someone opened their 
mouth," P.J. Whirity, freshman 
sports management major, said. 
"That's what he's there for: to talk 
about sports and the team," 
announcer's booth. 
"I enjoy them, but I have trouble 
distinguishing between the two," 
Eric Brosio, sophomore physical 
education major, said. 
Many people think they will get 
better as time goes on. 
"They're getting the job done," 
Jared Rowcliffe, junior health studies 
major, said, "but they need to know 
a little more before announcing." 
"The old announcers knew more 
about Cubs' history," Brosio added. 
Most have tuned into an ESPN 
HOHENADEL: 
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 12 
Wetzel watched a Cubs' spring 
training game broadcasted on 
ESPN and was surprised when he 
heard Stone's voice announcing the 
Cubs. 
"I had to check what was going 
on," Wetzel said. "It's weird when 
Stone refers to the Cubs impartially." 
Even though Stone didn't leave 
under the best of terms, by question-
ing the Cubs organization and its 
players, most of the viewers agree 
that it was just Stone doing his job 
and speaking his mind. 
Dote agrees. 
"It's the players' job to play base-
ball," Dote said. "[Stone) has a right 
to his own opinion." 
For those Cubs fans that can't 
stand Brenly or Kasper enough to 
not watch games, Moore has a sug-
gestion. 
"If people don't like the new 
announcers, they can turn down the 
volume on the T.V and turn on the 
radio." 
do it before we graduated. Some still haven't done 
so ... ahem ... Big Dan. 
Because I am the king of procrastination; this year it 
was my turn, and Hickey took my corner. 
judges. There were big guys against little guys. There were 
big guys against huge guys. And after each of them were 
done fighting, the crowd showed their approval and the 
fighters congratulated each other. 
I signed the form, put on my gloves and began to 
punch. The match seemed to go on forever. Toward the 
end it got hard to even hold up my hands much less 
throw a punch. Finally, thank God, the final bell sound-
ed. It didn't even matter who won, it was just something 
I had to do before I graduated. 
"Fight Night" has been going on at least since I was a 
freshman. I am now a senior. I remember watching my 
roommate, Bill H ickey, fight a friend of mine, Steve 
Butera, that first year. Hickey lost by a decision, but I was 
in his corner telling him he won it. But it never really 
mattered who won or lost. It was just a big deal getting 
into the ring. 
A couple of my buddies and I agreed that we all had to 
I graduate a week from Saturday, and fighting at "Fight 
Night" is something I'll look back on when I think of my 
time at Eastern, and I'll smile. 
The guys on fourth did a heck of a job last week. I 
thank everyone who made it possible, and I hope the tra-
dition continues. 
Philly & Fries w/ Draft or Soda 
Panther Paw Bar & Grill 
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SUBS & LADS 
Buy One 6 inch 
Get One 6 inch free 
Please Present Coupon 
345-SUBS 
-----------------------------------
Williams Rentals 
Several beautiful 1 & 2 
bedroom apartments. 
Each with a unique style. 
Please call to check them out. 
345-7286 
www . jwilliamsrentals . com 
The Ladies of 
Tri-Sigma would 
like to thank you 
thei~ fall 
PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR 
WEDNESDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
8 ASR4U VS. IWNOIS STATE 
Track and Field at Drake Relays 
SOFTBALL AT EASTERN KENnJCKY (2) 
BASEBALL AT AUSTIN PEAY (2) 
3 p.m. 
through Sat. 
3 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 2005 Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
. ~ BALL 
-FOUR 
JOHN HOHENADEL 
SPORTS REPORTER 
A good 
fight at 
the finish 
Everyone likes to see a fight. It 
doesn't matter whether it's in a 
cage, a parking lot, a football 
field, a hockey rink or a backyard. 
Last Friday night the punches 
were flying at "Fight Night." 
It went a little like this. 
People file into this yard sur-
rounded in orange, plastic, mesh 
fence. They grab a beer and then 
wait for a fight. 
Only some of the fights were 
planned, but most of them were 
just one guy against another in 
the "ring" throwing fists. 
Some of the fighters never saw 
the guy they were fighting before 
in their lives and may never again 
cross paths, but last Friday night 
they were in a ring together trying 
to knock the other down; it made 
for good entertainment. 
After either being talked into 
by his friends (as I was) or step-
ping in the ring and waiting for a 
challenger, before the fight each 
fighter would sign a waiver form 
that probably wouldn't hold up in 
court. 
After both fighters signed the 
waiver slip, they would put on the 
16 oz. gloves and come to the 
middle of the ring for instructions 
from the goofy referee. 
When it was time to fight, the 
"bell" was rung (actually the pot 
was hit with a spoon) and the 
match was underway. 
A hundred people crowded 
around a "ring" which consisted 
of four broom sticks hammered 
into the grass of a backyard, 
formed in a square with a yellow 
rope around waist high; duct tape 
was the only thing holding it all 
together. 
Each fight was scheduled for 
three rounds at one minute per 
round, but some of the close 
fights went on a little longer. 
Perhaps the crowds' chant of "one 
more round" was enough to fire 
up the fighters to go on. But it 
could have been the delay of the 
bell ringer. Either way, the close 
fights lasted longer. 
There were good fights and bad 
fights, but even in the bad fights 
you could watch the referee, Pat 
Walsh, trying not to spill his beer 
and laugh a little. There were 
fights that lasted the whole three 
minutes and those that didn't. 
There were knockouts and deci-
sions from the panel of five 
SEE HO HEN ADEL PAGE 1 1 
SOFTBALL 
)OSH REELEVITHE DAILY EASTERN NEINS 
Braves steal two from Panthers 
Eastern's non-conference record drops to 3-15 with losses 
BY PATRICK VITT 
STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's non- conference losing streak extended 
to 10 games after the Panthers dropped a double-
header to Bradley Tuesday. 
The Panthers (13-26) lost the first game 6-1 to 
Bradley (14-29) and the second game by a score of 
8-3, which now puts their non-conference record to 
3-15. The Panthers are looking to improve upon 
Tuesday's performance in preparation for Saturday's 
game against OVC rival Eastern Kentucky. 
The way head coach Lloydene Searle perceived 
both ofTuesday's loses the Panthers will need to turn 
around their performance 180 degrees. 
"We need to improve in every aspect," Searle said. 
"We did not play our game and let some good 
pitching performances get away." 
The Panthers sent sophomore pitcher Andrea 
Darnell (2-7) to the hill in game one as Eastern 
"We did not play our game, and 
let some good pitching perform-
ances get away." 
lLOYDENE SEARLE, EASTERN SOFTMLL COACH 
looked to extend Bradley's eight-game losing streak, 
pitching six innings giving up five runs on eight hits. 
Darnell took a 1-1 tie into the sixth inning before 
giving up two runs on three hits. Bradley took a 3-
1 lead into the seventh when Darnell was taken out 
in favor of junior pitcher Ashley Condon, but not 
before giving up two more runs. 
This proved too much for Eastern to overcome as 
they lost the first game with a final of 6-1. Going 
into the second game Eastern was unable to turn 
around its pitching woes and awake their dormant 
offense. 
Bradley began the second game were they left off 
from in the firsr game. Posting three runs on four 
hits the Braves got out to another early lead. This 
was one of the reasons Searle attributed to Eastern's 
inability to take one win from Bradley. 
"Bradley scores runs to start off both games and 
we are already playing catch up,'' Searle said. "That 
is never easy to win after that." 
Eastern started senior pitcher Heather Hoeschen 
(8-12), who skipped her projected game one start 
with nagging injuries. Hoeschen gave up seven runs 
on 13 hits lasting for most of the game pitching 6.2 
innings before being replaced by Condon. 
Searle viewed Tuesday's loses as good practice for 
the team and will remain positive as the Panthers 
return to OVC competition versus Eastern 
Kentucky. 
"The pitchers pitched well, our defense gave up 
too many runs," Searle said. "I thought we would 
get away with one (win) at least." 
Eastern Cub fans miss Chip and Stoney 
C HRISTY f RANKLIN 
SOPHOMORE 
FCSMAJOR 
"It's horrible. It 
upset me very 
much.'' 
BY ANDREW HANSEN 
STAFF WRITER 
Those Cub fans tuning into WGN 
will find new faces, and voices, in the 
armouncer's booth this year. 
Gone are Steve Stone, now working 
for ESPN and WSCR Radio, and 
Chip Caray, now working for TBS. 
In are former Diamondbacks manag-
er Bob Brenly and former Marlins 
armouncer Len Kasper. 
Kasper was hired in November 
after covering Marlins games for three 
years and spent time before that 
armouncing for the Brewers. 
While most agree that the new 
announcing duo is doing the job, 
Eastern students were all quick to 
point out, "They're no Steve Stone 
and Chip Caray." 
Just as quick as they were to point 
that out, most also added, "but I'm 
glad to see Chip Caray go." 
"Steve Stone was one of the best 
play-by-play guys; that's why ESPN 
got him," Jim Dote, junior family 
consumer science major, said, "but 
I'm happy with the replacement of 
Chip Caray." 
Trevor Moore, junior industrial 
tech major, thinks Caray should have 
been kept around for being the grand-
son of great Cubs' armouncer, Harry 
Caray. 
"I liked Chip Caray, for sentimen-
tal value," Moore said. 
Not impressed with the job of 
Brenly and Kasper is John Sassing, 
sophomore Finance major. 
"They're terrible," Sassing said. '1 
don't like the way they talk about the 
game." 
Blake Wetzel, junior communica-
tion studies major, thinks that it's a 
matter of time to start liking Brenly 
and Kasper. 
"It takes a while to get used to the 
voices," Wetzel said. 
It also may take a while for some 
fans to find out who is who in the 
SEE FANS PAGE 1 1 
Russ THOMPSON 
FRESHMAN 
BIOLOGY MAJOR 
''They're a lot 
better.'' 
